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Blog Design html is a simple powerful set of css frameworks available today. Finding one to match your website requires not much task of the availability of large no templates. However, there are a limited number of free blog html css templates you can find, so we decided to create some of them ourselves. Get ready to build brilliant blog websites with our exclusive templates
(Spore, Burstfly) released today just for you. Spore and Burstfly are exclusive blog designs by designscrazed which are made free of charge to the public by a GPL license. While these are not your minimal blog design templates as you can see they are made to share rich content. Spore is a masonry style design that can be used for gag, small blogs, food, travel blog, etc. burstfly
on the other hand is strictly content sharing blog websites similar to freepike. Its made several times clear that real blogs do not make a good website. The functionality and content of the presentation are the key to any blog's success. As you may have seen we went to a WordPress theme called voice recently and used it for almost a month. Now you can see that we have gone
back to our beloved Sahifa theme because this topic brings more pageviews than the old by a huge margin. Performance blog is important because in our case we tried to choose an eye candy blog (voice) and failed. We were only able to find 13 Free Blog HTML CSS Templates here, but we will update as soon as we find new ones or someone will inform us in the comments
below. Oh please let us know how you feel about spore, burstfly blog templates. These are special gifts for you. I thought I'd make special pages for them, but you know we're a little lazy. ;) See also this article 50 + Free Responsive HTML5 CSS3 Website Templates. Spore HTML5 Masonry Blog Template (Exclusive) Spore is an excellent HTML5 masonry blog template for
presenting incredible blog posts, photography, portfolios, or design works in a unique way. It comes with a vibrant design layout performed with a traditional three-column layout and striking parallaks special effects flawlessly exhibit the pages. We made it a completely sensitive html template and have fully designed designscrazed for you to make that exquisite blogs that flock
viewers to your blog. The beautiful template works on all devices and looks equally beautiful despite the size of the screen you use. This will help you with the blogging experience of your life. This template is free to download and you can use it, share it anywhere. Spore can be used for small blogs, travel blogs, food and gag. The WordPress version is in the process of working. :)
Demo Download Platz- Grid HTML Template (Exclusive) This Grid HTML Template was released in February this year and has captured the hearts of many bloggers. This beautiful template is absolutely worth giving a try. The template is made and developed designscrazed and is completely free so you can download and It. It has an HTML5 template and responds, which means
that your blog is looking for stunning laptops, mobile phones, tablets or computers. Screen size does not steal the beauty of your blog and continues to attract attractive eyes to the device owner. Platz is for blogs that share a lot of content. The WordPress version appears and it is in the process of working. So stay tuned. Demo Download Future Imperfect Future Imperfect is an
HTML5 sensitive template that works beautifully for all screen sizes; tablets and desktop computers. It has a modest and accentless design, side column, off-canvas menu and fixed menu on top. If you are an author, writer or creative artist and want to share your content with a pocket of additional income Future Imperfect will give a sense of authenticity to your viewers. This
creative template is an additional feature for your business that requires blogging. You can build websites for personal blogs, travel blogs or even technical blogs with reviews. Demo Download Swiss Website Template Swiss Website Template is a minimum single and clean sensitive template created by HTML5 and CSS3. You can use a Swiss website template for a website or
blog or other purpose to suit the work type. It's mobile friendly and looks great in all screen sizes. There are three formats available for download for hassle free work on all devices. The template can be downloaded for free from the Internet and has excellent reviews for all customers. The template is easy to work with and the final results are excellent. Viewers and visitors to your
website or blog do not regret visiting the site. Demo Download Coffee Break – Free Blog HTML Template Template is built for flat Bootstrap and is a clean and professional blogging variety. All features are powerful and you can customize them to suit your needs on your blog. Flat sensitive chocolate brown web design is completely free you can download and use your blogs. The
mall looks the best for drinks, food and coffee blogs, but looks just as wonderful on other blogs too. Coffee Break is decorated in a flat net and in a fancy style. It is designed by CSS3 and HTML5. It works with all popular browsers such as Opera, Google+, Firefox, etc. You can download the template for free. Demo Download Triangle – Free Blog HTML Template If you are one of
the companies or institutions that organize or organize many meetings or want to creatively present your business then the Triangle is the right choice for a template for your work. Animations, multicolor and single color variations and spectacular design have some of the best features of this beautiful template. The topic goes extensively well with school or kindergarten websites
and publishers. The template is built into the Bootstrap 3 framework and has a masonry layout that works perfectly with blogs. There is a portfolio feature integrated that helps you manage your product or images you want to pose. There are many shortcodes tabs, buttons, Google maps, YouTube player, Vimeo and more. Demo Download Ostre - Free Blog Template Ostre is a
free template that can be easily downloaded from the Internet. The template provides beautiful travel blogs, portfolios and other personal blogs. There are many shortcodes to add to the template where you can create and have trending stories on your blog. The template is responsive and seems perfect on all device screens so you don't have to worry that you will lose traffic to
smartphone savvy viewers. There are wonderful variations of colors and design. It is not a mandatory template to look extraordinarily beautiful, but it should have powerful features to work with and the site will automatically be beautiful. Ostre is the right choice for a template on your blog. Link Down Patara - Free HTML Blog Template for minimal, focused and free download html
template that fits the tutorial, hobby, lifestyle, travel and personal blogs. It is a full screen layered option to search and also includes aqua webfonts, self-hosted fontello icon fonts, the possibility of social subscription and custom page templates. Patara HTML features four types of format layouts - Video, Quote, Gallery and Default. Although the standard element of the button is
simple, but the primary button is distinct and lively. You can use different fonts. Customers have left a positive feedback template and it is worth giving Patara a try. Demo Download Kahini – Free HTML Blog Template fully responsive template that fits all screens Kahini is built with HTML5 and Css3. It is SEO optimized so you do not have to worry about your blog or website not
detected. The template is based on a 1170 pixel grid and is organized and layered. If you feature Google fonts, you don't have to worry about that limited your creativity. The codes are simple and can be easily customized and can be understood by the new user. The blog looks elegant and is best suited for travel, interiors and personal blogs. There are many features that can be
used to build a smart blog and website. Download Retrospect – Blog HTML Template Retrospect Blog is a free HTML5 Template that can be used to build blogs as well as websites. For personal or commercial purposes, the setting can be easily customized and integrated into the template. It's a responsive template and can be viewed on any type of screens without pixels that
look bad. There are many colors and fonts, and you can set them according to your choice. Demo Download Iridium - Blog Template Iridium is a free download template that is available to everyone on the Internet. There are hundreds of downloads happening every day on the internet and customers seem to be happy with how the template works. Features can be easily
customized and make your blog beautiful. Iridium looks beautiful magazine and blogs because it offers photo gallery, which makes your pictures beautiful. The template is featured in two colors gray and white and responds so that your viewers can view their website on any device specifically for everyone so tech savvy, smartphones are the choice for each viewer. Demo
Download KIS – Blog Template KIS is a great blog built for HTML and can work wonders while building a website. You have access to many features that you can customize so that it can be used by integrating it into your blog or website. Whether it's travel, photography, personal or other appearance of all blogs is brilliant and attracting viewers. You can easily download it from the
Internet. The template is sensitive and can work smoothly on all devices; smartphones, tablets, pc and laptops. Download Blogin – Free Blog HTML Template Blogin is a minimal, wonderful clean and multipurpolt PSD blog that is specially made for photography and your personal blog. This is a well organized PSD file that is fully layered, named and can be easily modified. It also
features an HTML and CSS version that can be downloaded for free on your website. The template is sensitive and has hundreds of features to build a blog. You will be pleased to see the final results of a blog or website build from Blogin. The blogin has been reviewed by many customers and you can view them before downloading the template. There are many colors and fonts
that you can choose from. Download
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